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The Undiscovered Country
At last -- Sheriff Clara Bronson's painful backstoryis revealed as the sins of her past catch up
with her inCopperhead. Collects issues 15 through18. COPPERHEAD is Copyright 2018 by
JayFaerber & Scott Godlewski
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Fire Power by Kirkman & Samnee Vol. 1: Prelude OGN
A touching graphic novel about love, loss, and how the past never truly stays dead. Seeking a
refuge from an unhappy life, Brandt returns to his ancestral home in Japan to find a haunted
tree and the departed souls that are drawn to it, including his grandfather. Getting more
involved with the tree's inhabitants, he attempts to heal some of history's wounds but will he be
able to find a measure of peace for himself when someone special from his past returns?

Undiscovered Country
This November, New York Times bestselling writers SCOTT SNYDER (WYTCHES, A.D.:
AFTER DEATH) and CHARLES SOULE (CURSE WORDS, the forthcoming novel Anyone) will
team up with artists GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI (The Amazing Spider-Man, Darth Vader,
Hellblazer) and DANIELE ORLANDINI (Darth Vader) and 2019 Eisner Award-winning colorist
MATT WILSON (THE WICKED AND THE DIVINE, PAPER GIRLS) to embark on an epic
adventure in the brand-new ongoing series, UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY! In this special
oversized first issue, readers will journey into the near future, and an unknown nation that was
once the United States of AmericaÑa land that's become shrouded in mystery after walling
itself off from the rest of the world without explanation over thirty years ago. When a team
seeking a cure for a global pandemic breaches U.S. borders, they quickly find themselves in a
struggle to survive this strange and deadly lost continent!
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Star Wars
Everything you thought you knew about witches is wrong. They are much darker, and they are
much more horrifying. Wytches takes the mythology of witches to a far creepier, bone-chilling
place than readers have dared venture before. When the Rooks family moves to the remote
town of Litchfield, NH to escape a haunting trauma, they're hopeful about starting over. But
something evil is waiting for them in the woods just beyond town. Watching from the trees.
Ancientand hungry. Collects Wytches #1-6. SPECIAL LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF
$9.99!

Undiscovered Country #1
From bestselling comic-book franchise writer Charles Soule comes a clever and witty first
novel of a twentysomething New Yorker who wakes up one morning with the power to predict
the future—perfect for fans of Joe Hill and Brad Meltzer, or books like This Book Is Full of
Spiders and Welcome to Night Vale. Knowledge is power. So when an unassuming Manhattan
bassist named Will Dando awakens from a dream one morning with 108 predictions about the
future in his head, he rapidly finds himself the most powerful man in the world. Protecting his
anonymity by calling himself the Oracle, he sets up a heavily guarded Web site with the help of
his friend Hamza to selectively announce his revelations. In no time, global corporations are
offering him millions for exclusive access, eager to profit from his prophecies. He's also making
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a lot of high-powered enemies, from the President of the United States and a nationally
prominent televangelist to a warlord with a nuclear missile and an assassin grandmother.
Legions of cyber spies are unleashed to hack the Site—as it's come to be called—and the best
manhunters money can buy are deployed not only to unmask the Oracle but to take him out of
the game entirely. With only a handful of people he can trust—including a beautiful journalist—it's
all Will can do to simply survive, elude exposure, and protect those he loves long enough to
use his knowledge to save the world. Delivering fast-paced adventure on a global scale as well
as sharp-witted satire on our concepts of power and faith, Marvel writer Charles Soule's
audacious debut novel takes readers on a rollicking ride where it's impossible to predict what
will happen next.

Undiscovered Country #3
When the children of Archer's Peak begin to go missing, everything seems hopeless. The few
children that return alive have terrible stories—impossible details of terrifying creatures that live
in the shadows. Their only hope is the arrival of a mysterious stranger, one who believes the
children and claims to be the only adult who sees what they can see. Her name is Erica
Slaughter. She kills monsters. That is all she does, and she bears the cost because it must be
done. GLAAD Award-winning writer James Tynion IV (The Woods, Batman: Detective Comics)
teams with artist Werther Dell’Edera (Briggs Land) for a haunting series about staring into the
abyss and what happens when the abyss stares back. Collects issues #1-5.
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Redneck Vol. 1: Deep In The Heart
The expedition undertakes a desperate attempt to rescue a member of the team from the
Destiny Man's strange caravan city. Success or certain doom hinges on Americana expert Ace
Kenyatta, PhD what he knows about the new lands and what he doesn't. HOLLYWOOD BUG:
Acquired by New Republic Pictures after a competitive bidding war for potential franchise
development. SNYDER and SOULE are attached to adapt the screenplay and serve as
executive producers alongside CAMUNCOLI. John Hilary Shepherd will oversee development
for New Republic.

Crude Vol. 1
Although Bridgette and Duncan stopped Arthur from retrieving the grail, their actions have
accidently thrown the Otherworld into shambles, allowing for new legends and characters to
make their appearance—and bring a world of trouble along with them. When a helmet at the
British Museum is taken, Bridgette and Duncan are confronted by another hero of yore, one
who will lead them to facing off against their most formidable challenge yeta beast and his
mother. New York Times bestselling writer Kieron Gillen (The Wicked + The Divine, Star Wars)
and Russ Manning Award-winning artist Dan Mora (Buffy The Vampire Slayer, Klaus) deliver
the next chapter of the critically-acclaimed series that took the world of comics by storm!
Collects Once & Future #7-12.
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Cover Vol. 1
New York Times bestselling author Roxane Gay (World of Wakanda, Difficult Women) adapts
her short story “We Are the Sacrifice of Darkness” as a full-length graphic novel with writer
Tracy Lynne Oliver (This Weekend), and artist Rebecca Kirby (Biopsy.) Expanding an
unforgettable world where a tragic event forever bathes the world in darkness, The Sacrifice of
Darkness follows one woman’s powerful journey through this new landscape as she discovers
love, family, and the true light in a world seemingly robbed of any. This young adult drama
challenges notions of identity, guilt, and survival in a graphic novel for fans of On A Sunbeam
and Are You Listening?

Undiscovered Country
The smash-hit series written by New York Times-bestselling writers SCOTT SNYDER
(WYTCHES, A.D.: AFTER DEATH) and CHARLES SOULE (CURSE WORDS, Oracle Year,
Anyone) with art by GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI (The Amazing Spider-Man, Darth Vader,
Hellblazer), DANIELE ORLANDINI (Darth Vader), newcomer LEONARDO MARCELLO
GRASSI, and Eisner Award-winning colorist MATT WILSON (THE WICKED + THE DIVINE,
PAPER GIRLS) gets its first collection! Journey into an unknown region that was once the
United States of America—a land that’s become shrouded in mystery and literally walled off
from the rest of the world for well over a century. Two small expeditions enter the former US
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simultaneously—one from the east, one from the west—and travel inward, each seeking their
own form of truth as they struggle to survive in this strange and deadly lost continent! Collects
UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY #1-6

Unearth #1
Mechanics Drew and Jake become monster slayers after a monster's bite on Jake's arm
causes it to transform into a monster's arm, and they learn that in order to keep Jake alive,
they must find liquid DNA from similar creatures.

Killadelphia Volume 1: Sins of the Father
Best-selling creators Brian Michael Bendis and David Mack bring an incredible new espionage
epic to Jinxworld in COVER! Based on a true story, the intelligence community figures out that
the traveling band of social misfits who make comic books are an exact match to the profiles of
candidates recruited for intelligence and counterintelligence gathering. A well-known comics
creator is recruited by the agency to live a double life as a spy. And convention season is upon
us. COVER is the blockbuster new epic from the acclaimed team of writer Brian Michael
Bendis (Superman, Action Comics) and David Mack (Kabuki, Jessica Jones) as they reunite
for the first time since their renowned run on Daredevil. Collects issues #1-6.
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Once & Future
When a flesh-warping disease ravages a remote village in Mexico, a scientific task force
travels to the inhospitable area to investigate the contamination. Tracing the source of the
disease to a nearby cave system, the team discovers a bizarre, hostile ecosystem and a
supernatural revelation from which they may never escape. This new subterranean nightmare
is brought to you by writers CULLEN BUNN (REGRESSION) and KYLE STRAHM (SPREAD),
and rising-star artist BALDEMAR RIVAS!

Undiscovered Country #6
The cult hit moves on to its fourth arc, "Them Blue Wizard Blues," in which the action returns to
our world for an all-out assault on Wizord and his burgeoning sorcerous family. Wizord's made
plenty of enemies during his time on Earth, and now the chickens have come home to roost.
It's bad news for Wizord but he probably (definitely) deserves it. Collects CURSE WORDS
#16-20 and the CURSE WORDS SUMMER SWIMSUIT SPECIAL.

Invisible Kingdom Volume 1
It is 1220 AD, and the gears of the Albigensian Crusade grind on. When an alien spacecraft
infested with a horde of bloodthirsty predators crash-lands in the remote wilderness of the
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French Pyrenees, a small band of crusaders and a Cathar heretic are all that stand between
God's Kingdom and Hell on Earth. Collects LAKE OF FIRE #1-5.

Lake Of Fire
"Caine, son of Adam. Inventor of murder. Cursed by God. The closest thing this doomed world
has to a savior. It's 1,600 years after Eden, and life on earth has already gone to hell. The
world of man is a place of wanton cruelty and wickedness. Prehistoric monsters and Stone Age
marauders roam the land. Murder and destruciton are the rules of the day. This is the story of
man on the verge of his first apocalypse. This is life before the Flood. Welcome to the world of
the Goddamned."--page 4 of cover

Curse Words
Scott Snyder’s protagonists inhabit a playfully deranged fictional world in which a Wall Street
trader can find himself armed with a speargun, guarding a Dumpster outside a pawnshop in
Florida; or an employee at Niagara Falls (his job: watching for jumpers) will take off in a car
after a blimp in which his girlfriend has escaped. But in Snyder’s wondrous imagination
there’s a thin membrane between the whimsical and the disturbing: the unlikely affair between
a famous actress—in hiding after surgery—and a sporting goods salesman takes an ominous
turn just as she begins to heal; an engaged couple’s relationship is fractured when one of
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them becomes obsessed with an inmate at the women’s prison next door. Dark, funny,
powerful, this debut collection underscores the remarkable gifts of a fiercely original young
writer. From the Hardcover edition.

Star Wars: Darth Vader - Dark Lord of the Sith Vol. 3
An extraordinary novel portraying one of the greatest untold love stories in American politics. In
1932, New York City, top reporter Lorena “Hick” Hickok starts each day with a front page
byline—and finishes it swigging bourbon and planning her next big scoop. But an assignment to
cover FDR’s campaign—and write a feature on his wife, Eleanor—turns Hick’s hard-won
independent life on its ear. Soon her work, and the secret entanglement with the new first lady,
will take her from New York and Washington to Scotts Run, West Virginia, where impoverished
coal miners’ families wait in fear that the New Deal’s promised hope will pass them by.
Together, Eleanor and Hick imagine how the new town of Arthurdale could change the fate of
hundreds of lives. But doing what is right does not come cheap, and Hick will pay in ways she
never could have imagined. Undiscovered Country artfully mixes fact and fiction to portray the
intense relationship between this unlikely pair. Inspired by the historical record, including the
more than three thousand letters Hick and Eleanor exchanged over a span of thirty years,
McNees tells this story through Hick’s tough, tender, and unforgettable voice. A remarkable
portrait of Depression-era America, this novel tells the poignant story of how a love that was
forced to remain hidden nevertheless changed history.
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Hamlet: The Undiscovered Country
This is the first volume in a series - The Making of the West Midlands - that explores the
archaeology of the English West Midlands region from the Lower Palaeolithic to the Industrial
Revolution. These books, based on the West Midlands Research Framework seminars held in
2002-3, aim to transform perceptions of the nature and significance of the archaeological
evidence across a large part of central Britain, in an area extending from the plains of eastern
England to the Cambrian Mountains and from the Cotswolds to the southern Pennines. The
earlier prehistory of the region, in particular, has been neglected at a national level and
deserves far wider recognition in research terms. This first volume reveals the scale, richness
and diversity of the evidence from all earlier prehistoric periods in the West Midlands, from the
Lower Palaeolithic to the Bronze Age, and considers its research significance and potential.
The book is copiously illustrated, and includes a large number of colour maps and plans.

Curse Words 4
Set in Venezuela in the early 1950s, a novel which explores the expatriate world of a mainly
British and American community. Into this strange and disturbing collection of people comes a
Dutch family, refugees of war and displacement. From the author of A MILD SUICIDE.

The Old Guard Book One: Opening Fire
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All is lost. The world will wither under the Sky pandemic, and the Destiny Man will murder our
intrepid explorers before they've made it further into the former US than Nevada. Unless, that
is, brilliant journalist Valentina Sandoval can discover oneÉessential truth. HOLLYWOOD
BUG: Acquired by New Republic Pictures after a competitive bidding war for potential franchise
development. SNYDER and SOULE are attached to adapt the screenplay and serve as
executive producers alongside CAMUNCOLI. John Hilary Shepherd will oversee development
for New Republic.

Undiscovered Country Vol. 1: Destiny
Eisner Winner for Best New Series of 2020! Hugo and World Fantasy Award-winning author G.
Willow Wilson (Ms. Marvel) and acclaimed artist Christian Ward (2020 Eisner Winner for Best
Painter/Digital Artist on this title) team up for an epic sci-fi saga! In a small solar system in a farflung galaxy, two women—one a young religious acolyte and the other, a hard-bitten freighter
pilot—uncover a conspiracy between the leaders of the most dominant religion and an allconsuming mega-corporation. On the run from reprisals on both sides, this unlikely pair must
decide where their loyalties lie—and risk plunging the world into anarchy if they reveal the truth.
Collects Invisible Kingdom #1–#5.

Undiscovered Country
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"DESTINY," Part Six It is time to leave the zone of the Destiny Man and see what other secrets
the former US holds for Charlotte Graves, her brother Daniel, and the rest of the team. Not all
will survive, not all will leaveÑbut they just might learn why they've been brought to America,
and the prize that awaits at the end of their journey through the UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY!

Copperhead
The continent of Madaras promised a new startfor settlers but 200 years after its discovery, the
war rages on. Deep withinthis savage and untamed land, a darkness builds at The Anvil that
must bestopped at all costs. To do so, theImperials assemble six of its most despicable
prisoners--a turncoat, a skineater, a sorcerer, his bodyguard, a serial killer, and the Devil'sSon.
They are the only ones who canstop the end of the new world. They are Hell's Half-Dozen.
JUSTIN JORDAN (The Strange Talentof Luther Strode) and REBEKAH ISAACS (Buffy the
Vampire Slayer) create a grim,dark fantasy comic for a post-Game of Thrones world. This
isREAVER. Collects REAVER#1-6.

Wytches
A wizard has appeared in present-day New York! His name is Wizord, and he's here to save us
all from dark magical forces bent on our destruction. He's the best wizard of all time! Or he's
not, and he's lying to everyone, and secretly is the dark magical force, but wants to hang out in
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our world for a while because it's so much nicer than the hellhole he comes from. Secrets, and
spells, and talking koalas - CURSE WORDS is a gonzo dark fantasy from CHARLES SOULE
(Daredevil, Letter 44, Star Wars) and RYAN BROWNE (God Hates Astronauts). Collects
Issues 1-5.

REAVER VOLUME 1
The King is Undead. Long live the King. When a group of Nationalists use an ancient artifact to
bring a villain from Arthurian myth back from the dead to gain power, ex-monster hunter
Bridgette McGuire escapes her retirement home and pulls her unsuspecting grandson Duncan,
a museum curator, into a world of magic and mysticism to defeat a legendary threat.
Bestselling writer Kieron Gillen (Die, Star Wars) and Russ Manning Award-winning artist Dan
Mora (Buffy The Vampire Slayer, Klaus) explore the mysteries of the past, the complicated
truths of our history and the power of family to save the dayespecially if that family has secret
bunkers of ancient weapons and decades of experience hunting the greatest monsters in
Britain’s history! Collects issues #1-6.

Birthright 1
Featuring the show-stopping talents of Spawn seriesartist JASON SHAWN ALEXANDER, and
the writer behind such hit shows as Wu-Tang:An American Saga, Marvel's Runaways, and
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Starz's American Gods--RODNEYBARNES. When a small town beat cop comes hometo bury
his murdered father-the revered Philadelphia detective James SangsterSr.-he begins to
unravel a mystery that leads him down a path of horrors andshakes his beliefs to their core.
The city thatwas once the symbol of liberty and freedom has fallen prey to corruption,poverty,
unemployment, brutality andvampires. But the mystery goes even furtherwhen Jimmy's
investigation leads him to uncover the source of the outbreak islong-thought dead President of
the United States John Adams--a man secretlybiding his time as he builds an undead army to
start a new and bloodier Americanrevolution. There's a reason they coin aphrase, "you can't go
home." Welcome toKilladelphia. Collects KILLADELPHIA#1-6

Something is Killing the Children Vol. 1
Collecting the critically acclaimed miniseries by GREG RUCKA and LEANDRO FERNANDEZ.
Old soldiers never dieƒand some of them donÍt even fade away. Cursed with immortality,
Andromache of Scythia and her comrades-in-arms ply their trade for those who can find„and
afford„their services. But in the 21st century, being immortal is a difficult secret to keep, and
when you live long enough, you learn that there are many fates far worse than death. Collects
THE OLD GUARD #1-5

Undiscovered Country #2
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The Bowmans are VAMPIRES who have quietly run the local barbecue joint in their small town
for years, living off cows' blood. Their peaceful coexistence ends as generations of hate, fear,
and bad blood bubble to the surface„making it impossible to separate man from monster!
Critically acclaimed writer DONNY CATES (GOD COUNTRY) and artist LISANDRO
ESTHERREN serve up the tale of a DIFFERENT kind of family just trying to get by, deep in the
heart of Texas. Collects REDNECK #1-6

Sacrifice of Darkness
As the Empire's grip tightens on the galaxy, the stirrings of a rebellion begin in the Mon Cala
system. The fearsome Darth Vader knows that order must be maintained at all costs - and this
time the job of snuffing out hope falls to Vader, his inquisitorsand Wilhuff Tarkin! To bring Mon
Cala to heel means fi nding the surviving Jedi that foment this unrest. No tolerance for rebellion
can be aff ordedbut how far will Vader go to complete his mission? The Dark Lord of the Sith
goes in for some wet work in this brutal story! COLLECTING: DARTH VADER 13-18

Undiscovered Country #5
As the team goes on the run from the deadly Destiny Man, the focus shifts to Charlotte's
brother, Daniel. Until this expedition, he was the only person on Earth to successfully infiltrate
the black box that is the United States. What secrets did Daniel learn that might keep the team
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alive, and what did they cost him?

Undiscovered Country: A Novel Inspired by the Lives of Eleanor Roosevelt
and Lorena Hickok
"NoI am your father." In the wake of the events following The Empire Strikes Back, it is a dark
time for the heroes of the Rebellion. The Rebel fl eetscattered following a disastrous defeat at
the Battle of Hoth. Han Sololost to the bounty hunter Boba Fett after being frozen in carbonite.
And after being lured into a trap on Cloud City and bested in a vicious lightsaber duel against
the evil Darth Vader, Luke Skywalkerlearned the horrible truth about his past. Vader did not kill
Luke's father, Anakin - Vader is Luke's father! Now, after narrowly escaping the dark lord's
clutches, and wounded and reeling from the revelation, Luke, Princess Leia, Lando Calrissian,
the Wookiee Chewbacca and the droids C-3PO and R2-D2 must fi ght their way back to the
Rebel Alliance - for the fate of the entire galaxy is at stake! After so many losses, is victory still
possible? But, what Leia, Luke and their ragtag band of freedom fi ghters do not realize is that
they have only traded one Imperial trap for another! Enter the cunning and vengeful Imperial
Commander Zahra, at the helm of the Tarkin's Will! Writer Charles Soule (DARTH VADER)
and artist Jesús Saiz (DOCTOR STRANGE) are taking us all to the galaxy far, far away!
COLLECTING: STAR WARS (2020) 1-6

Once & Future Vol. 2
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A father uses his daughter to try to prove his belief in spiritualism. When his efforts fail, they
retreat to a Shaker community to recover from the debacle.

The Goddamned Volume 1
For the Rhodes family, losing their son was the most devastating thing that could have
occurredbut it couldn't prepare them for what happened when he returned. Skybound's newest
hit turns fantasy into reality in this all-new series from the creator of NAILBITER and
GHOSTED. Pick up this introductory-priced collection and see what everyone's talking about!
Collects BIRTHRIGHT #1-5

The Oracle Year
What really happens next? Using Dante’s Divine Comedy as a framework, Peter Hawkins
mines Christian tradition, contemporary culture, a rich array of literature, and his own personal
experience to give us a context for the “undiscovered country” of the ete

Undiscovered Country #4
ALL-NEW series created by ROBERT KIRKMAN (THE WALKING DEAD, INVINCIBLE,
OBLIVION SONG) and Chris Samnee (Daredevil)! Owen Johnson's journey to China to learn
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about his birth parents eventually leads him to a mysterious Shaolin Temple. The students
there study to rediscover the Fire Power, the lost art of throwing fireballs. A power they claim
will be needed soon to save the world. Will Owen Johnson be the first person in a thousand
years to wield the FIRE POWER? Whet your appetite for adventure with the PRELUDE OGN,
just in time for the debut of the new ongoing series with FIRE POWER #1 on Free Comic Book
Day the following week!

Ghost Tree
The smash hit series written by New York Times bestselling writers SCOTT SNYDER
(WYTCHES, AD: AFTER DEATH) and CHARLES SOULE (CURSE WORDS, Oracle Year)
with art by GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI (The Amazing Spider-Man, Darth Vader, Hellblazer),
DANIELE ORLANDINI (Darth Vader) and Eisner Award-winning colorist MATT WILSON (THE
WICKED + THE DIVINE, PAPER GIRLS) gets its first collection! In UNDISCOVERED
COUNTRY, readers will journey into an unknown region that was once the United States of
America-a mysterious land that has been literally walled off from the rest of the world for well
over a century. Two small expeditions enter the former US simultaneously-one from the east,
one from the west-and journey inward, each seeking their own form of truth as they struggle to
survive in this strange and deadly lost country! Collects UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY #1-6

We Kill Monsters
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This book reads like a cross between a literary detective novel and a personal conversation
with a passionate Shakespeare scholar, unpacking the play that Roth calls the seminal text of
the humanist religion. It unveils new realities about the playsome of which have have lain
hidden since Shakespeares dayuntangles centuries of commentary and criticism, and delivers
the punch lines for a whole raft of Shakespeares remarkably involved in-jokes. Roths
scholarship tackles old arguments like Hamlets age (hes sixteen), lays out the intricate time
structure thats embedded in the play, and unravels several of the plays endless allusions that
so puzzle the will. He depicts a dense, ironic, and multivalent web of political and dramatic
tension in Elsinore (plus a great deal of humor), and delivers one ahamoment after another for
lovers of the Bards greatest tragedy.

The Undiscovered Country
"DESTINY," Part Five The key has been found, and now it's a race to find and unlock the gate
leading deeper into the former United States before the Destiny Man catches up with our team,
tears them apart and feeds every last chunk to his hungry beasts.

Voodoo Heart
Killers once feared Piotr Petrovich. Now, theyÕve sent his son home to him in a body bag.
Haunted by his failures, Piotr journeys across Russia to learn what type of man his son really
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was while hunting the bastards who killed him. And once Piotr finds them, they will learn to fear
him once moreÉ GLAAD Media Award-nominated writer STEVE ORLANDO (VIRGIL,
Midnighter) and artistGARRY BROWN (BLACK ROAD)deliver an emotional, bone-shattering
account of murder, masculinity, and mayhem. Collects CRUDE #1-6
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